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Abstract

We describe a framework for robot navigation that ex�
ploits the continuity of image sequences� Tracked vi�
sual features both guide the robot and provide predic�
tive information about subsequent features to track�
Our hypothesis is that image�based techniques will
allow accurate motion without a precise geometric
model of the world� while using predictive information
will add speed and robustness�

A basic component of our framework is called a scene�
which is the set of image features stable over some
segment of motion� When the scene changes� it is
appended to a stored sequence� As the robot moves�
correspondences and dissimilarities between current�
remembered� and expected scenes provide cues to join
and split scene sequences� forming a map�like directed
graph� Visual servoing on features in successive scenes
is used to traverse a path between robot and goal map
locations�

In our framework� a human guide serves as a scene
recognition oracle during a map�learning phase� there�
after� assuming a known starting position� the robot
can independently determine its location without gen�
eral scene recognition ability� A prototype implemen�
tation of this framework uses as features color patches�
sum�of�squared di�erences �SSD� subimages� or image
projections of rectangles�

Introduction
A robot whose duties include navigation may be called
upon to perform them in many di
erent environments	
In such �uid situations� it is unlikely that a geomet�
ric model will always be available� and arranging and
testing �ducial markers may be onerous or impossi�
ble	 An attractive way to alter the job description of
a navigating robot would be to simply show� it the
path�s� it should follow� and have it rely on its own
sensing systems to develop an internal representation
su�cient to allow repetition of the path within some
bounds	 Speci�c points of interest should be easy to in�
dicate� although special locations �e�g� a delivery site�

may be adorned with guide markers which can be used
for precise position control once they are approached	
Our aim is to develop a vision�based navigation sys�
tem capable of such performance	 Our choice of vision
is based on the necessity of observing large areas to
�nd useful landmarks for de�ning the path� and the
need to distinguish them from one another as easily as
possible	

Navigation depends on the notion of location� which
can be characterized in a number of ways	 Strictly
metrical approaches describe it as a position in a �xed
world coordinate system	 The system in �Kosaka �
Kak ����� knows the environment�s three�dimensional
geometry and its initial position and orientation� the
navigation task is to �nd a path to a goal position and
orientation	 Kalman �ltering is used to reconstruct
and predict the coordinates of model features� which
are matched at regular intervals during motion	 The
sonar�based algorithm of �Leonard� Durrant�Whyte� �
Cox ����� builds its own map of beacons� absolute
positions using Kalman �ltering to account for uncer�
tainty	 Their mapping process is dynamic in that the
robot constantly compares sensory evidence with ex�
pectations� and updates its map and�or position es�
timate when the two disagree	 Prediction allows di�
rected sensing� knowing where to look� can improve
the speed and reliability of the mapping process	

Graph�based techniques smear out exactness some�
what by relating position regions to nodes or places�
in a connectivity graph� and rely on closed�loop feed�
back to guide the robot from place to place	 In �Taylor
� Kriegman ����� the model of the environment is a
graph constructed while exploring� based on visibil�
ity of barcode landmarks	 Similarly� in �Kortenkamp
et al	 ������ �Kuipers � Byun ������ and �Engelson
������ the robot learns a model of the environment by
building a graph based on topological connectivity of
interesting locations� but it attempts to decide what
constitute landmarks on its own	 The robot in �Ko�
rtenkamp et al	 ����� learns the environment�s topol�



ogy from doorways detected by sonar while storing im�
ages for place recognition	 The robot in �Kuipers �
Byun ����� uses sonar to detect places that maximize
a distinctiveness function and to match or add them
to its map	 A disadvantage of graph�based approaches
is their tendency to rely on a solution to the di�cult
problem of general place recognition	

We avoid reference to absolute coordinates by tak�
ing advantage of vision to de�ne locations by the no�
tion of view	 A robot is at place A if what it sees
corresponds to what can be seen at place A	 Given
that we know where we are� we use visual tracking to
extend the de�nition of place to a range of motions�
and require that all �or nearly all� of the world corre�
sponds to some place	 We then utilize the continuity of
our representation to predict changes of view between
places� thereby eliminating the need for a strong notion
of recognition	 Navigation then becomes a problem of
moving from view to view	 The desired motion is com�
puted using visual feedback between what the robot
currently sees� and what it saw when it was at the goal
location before	

The work described in �Fennema et al	 ����� is sim�
ilar to ours	 They use a servoing approach to nav�
igation� but with reference to an accurate geometric
model of the environment which we do not assume	
Navigation proceeds by identifying landmarks along a
path through the graph that are visible from their pre�
decessors� and servoing on them in succession via vi�
sual feedback	 Recognizing landmarks is a matching
problem between ��D image data and the ��D world
model	 Other route�based approaches to navigation
are described in �Hong et al	 ����� and �Zheng �
Tsuji �����	 The robots in these papers are guided in
a learning stage through the environment� periodically
storing whole panoramic images	 A graph is built up
by matching new images with the known corpus� paths
can be planned in the completed graph with a stan�
dard algorithm	 When executing a path� image�based
servoing is used to traverse individual edge segments	
�Kortenkamp et al	 ����� argue that taking snapshots
at regular intervals leads to the storage of much un�
necessary information	 Moreover� new scenes must be
matched against all remembered ones� an ine�cient
process	 Our system addresses the �rst of these is�
sues by �nding image features and storing them only
as frequently as necessary for servoing	 We sidestep
the place recognition problem with human assistance
during a learning phase� general recognition ability is
not needed during navigation	

Map Construction
In order to present our navigation system it is useful
to �rst de�ne some terminology and to sketch the pro�
cedure used to create the internal map used by the
robot	

Terms

We use the term marker to denote any visual entity
that is in some way distinctive or meaningful to the
system	 A marker is characterized by a set of rela�
tively invariant properties �color� shape� texture� func�
tion� and a dynamic state �image location and size�	
Within most images there are many potential markers
that can be discovered and analyzed� the current scene
is the set of markers upon which the robot is currently
focusing its attention	 The question of what kind of
visual entities will gain attention is left to the imple�
mentation� but these can run the gamut of complex�
ity from chairs� doors� and trees to lines� points� and
splotches of color	 The limiting factors of the recogni�
tion process are sophistication and speed� these must
be traded against the distinctiveness� trackability� and
rarity of the markers thus found	
As an additional consideration� to successfully servo

from one scene to another certain geometric constraints
on the number and con�guration of the markers in
them must be met	 These constraints vary according
to what kinds of markers are used	 As a shorthand�
we will say that an evaluation function C�s� returns a
truth value T if scene s meets these criteria and F oth�
erwise	 Likewise� we shall say that two scenes� s� and
s� are equivalent� s� � s�� if an abstract comparison
function returns true	 Intuitively� equivalency is mea�
sured by some matching function which is invariant
over small changes in viewpoint caused by the motion
of the robot	 Furthermore� we say that the robot is
viewing a previously stored scene si if sviewed � si�
where sviewed is the scene currently being viewed	
A sequence is an ordered list of scenes stored as the

viewer moves through an environment	 The currently�
viewed scene is added to the current sequence when
there is a scene change� here we use the occurrence
of a marker appearing or disappearing to signal this	
When a marker appears� the current scene is added	
When a marker disappears� the last scene containing
the disappearing marker is added	 In essence� scenes
serve as key frames for reconstructing movement later
through visual servoing �Hutchinson� Hager� � Corke
�����	
A location is a set of two or more scenes from di
er�

ent sequences that are the same under the equivalency
function� this is where sequences intersect	 There are
two kinds of locations� divergences and convergences	



A divergence is a choice point� multiple possible se�
quences can be followed away from a single scene	 Con�
vergences are scenes at which multiple sequences termi�
nate	 Since a scene can satisfy both of these de�nitions
�where two corridors cross each other� for instance�� the
type assigned to a location can vary according to its
place in the order of scenes encountered by the robot	
The key quality of locations is that they are topologi�
cally meaningful events that can be recognized by the
robot simply by keeping track of what it is seeing and
what it remembers	 A map is the directed graph con�
sisting of all sequences recorded and all locations noted
by the robot as it moves	

Map�Building

The state of the robot as it makes a map is described
by the following variables� fSg� the set of sequences
recorded so far� fLg� the set of known locations� Snew�
the sequence the robot is in� fspossibleg� the set of
scenes that the robot could be viewing� and sviewed	
s�i denotes the set of scenes reachable in one scene�step
from si via the current map graph	Map�making begins
with fSg � �� fLg � �� Snew � ��� the empty list� and
fspossibleg ��� the set of all possible scenes	 This cor�
responds to seeing unfamiliar scenery� familiar scenery
is indicated when fspossibleg has a �nite number of
members	 When the robot is instructed to cease map�
ping� sviewed is added to Snew and exploration halts	
It is assumed that an exploration process that drives
movement is running in the background	 This could
be the human guide suggested� a sonar�based obsta�
cle avoidance routine� or any other desired program	
While not �nished� sviewed is updated continually un�
til C�sviewed� � F � whenever sviewed changes the steps
in Figure � are executed	

The key question in this algorithm is the nature
of the scene comparison function� with the additional
problem of e�cient image indexing to determine the
con�uence of sequences	 We describe the current in�
stantiation of equivalency in the Implementation sec�
tion	 For the moment� we rely on a human guide to
inform the robot when a convergence or divergence has
occurred� and hence do not need to solve the general
indexing problem	

In Figure � the map�making process is illustrated
for a sample environment	 By continuing this process
of exploration� the robot would eventually arrive at a
complete map of the �oor� but even in its intermedi�
ate forms it has partial usefulness	 A more complete
exposition is given in �Rasmussen � Hager �����	

�� If unfamiliar� does � si � Sj � �s�� � � � � sn� s�t� sviewed �
si	

�a� Yes �convergence�


i� Add location fsviewed� sig to fLg

ii� If Snew �� Sj � then replace Sj in fSg with Sj� �
�s�� � � � � si� and Sj� � �si� � � � � sn�

iii� Set fspossibleg � s�i

�b� No
 Append sviewed to Snew in fSg

�� If familiar� does � si � fspossibleg s�t� sviewed � si	

�a� Yes
 Set fspossibleg � s�i

�b� No �divergence�


i� Add Snew�
� �s�� � � � � si�� Snew�

� �si� � � � � sn� to
fSg� and add location fsig to fLg

ii� Replace Snew in fSg with Snew � �si� sviewed�

iii� Set fspossibleg ��

Figure �� Decision process for map�building

Using the Map
During and after map�building� the robot can navigate
between any two scenes in the map that are connected
by a traversable path	 A traversable path is a series of
sequences or partial sequences in the map� all directed
head to tail� from the robot�s current scene to the goal
scene	 As the learning process progresses� more places
in the environment will become represented in the map
by scenes� and more pairs of scenes will be traversable	
In order to initialize this process� the robot must an�
alyze the current scene� identifying markers� and then
match them to the markers it expects to see given its
current location	
The basic building block of navigation is the traver�

sal	 Let si and sj be scenes in the map such that the
robot is viewing si and there is a traversable path from
si to sj 	 Let Mij � si � sj and de�ne s�j to be sj re�
stricted to the markers inMij 	 IfMij is not empty and
C�Mij� � T �always the case if j � i� ��� then by us�
ing some variant of visual servoing the robot can move
until sviewed � s�j within an arbitrary tolerance	 In the
limit� this movement will bring the robot to the abso�
lute position and angle that it was at when it recorded
sj 	

In many cases� Mij is empty� meaning that the goal
scene is not even partially visible from the initial scene	
This necessitates traversing intermediate scenes and
performing a hando� between each	 Let si� sj� and sk
be scenes in the map such that the robot is currently si
and there is a traversable path from si to sk through
sj 	 Let Mij and Mjk be de�ned as above such that
both are non�empty� but Mik � Mij �Mjk is empty	
The robot cannot traverse directly from si to sk� in�
stead it must �rst servo to sj using markers in Mij



Figure �� Hypothetical exploration� The path the robot
follows is shown schematically on the left� starting at �
�numbers are for spatial reference only�� successive updates
of the map occurring at steps A�E are shown on the right�
Location nodes are marked to indicate why they were cre�
ated
 S � start event� C � convergence� and D � diver�
gence�

until the markers in Mjk are found� and then hand
o
� and servo on those markers to the destination	

The simplest way of implementing a hando
 is to
rely on the default marker search technique used for
mapping	 As the robot servos toward sj and searches
for newmarkers concurrently� it may �nd all ofMjk be�
fore it ceases movement� allowing it to smoothly switch
servoing control at the appropriate moment	 If not all
ofMjk is found before stopping� the robot can continue
searching until it acquires the markers� then change
control to the next servoing phase	 In practice� though�
the time needed to �nd the markers can be quite long�
and the matching process is likely to be error�prone	
Furthermore� if a signi�cant location discrepancy ex�
ists between sviewed and s�j at the end of servoing� not
all of the desired features for s�k may be in view	 Angu�
lar errors are especially signi�cant because they often
cause more distant markers in Mjk to be partially or
completely out of view	

Correcting such errors is critical� so we have investi�
gated a predictive mode for marker location in which
the robot dynamically estimates the image locations of
Mjk as it moves �Rasmussen � Hager �����	 Since we
do not have an underlying geometric map� all feature
prediction must operate directly from image informa�
tion	 Thus� we have adapted a result from the theory
of geometric invariance �Barrett et al	 ����� to ve�
hicles moving in a plane	 We have found that when
the image projections of four three�dimensional points
p�� p�� p�� p� are known in two di
erent views v� and
v�� knowledge of the image projections of p�� p�� and
p� in a third view v� is su�cient to predict the image
location of p� modulo certain geometric constraints on
the points and the transformations between views	

This result means that if three points inMij and one
in Mjk are simultaneously visible in two frames dur�
ing map�building� then during servoing on the mark�
ers in Mij � any points that were visible in Mjk have
predictable locations	 The predictions are somewhat
noisy� but they are reasonable hints for initializing and
limiting search procedures	 Furthermore� if the pre�
dicted point locations fall consistently outside the im�
age� the robot can make an open�loop adjustment to
bring them into view	
Putting this together� a navigational directive is is�

sued as a pair of scenes �sstart� sfinish�� where the robot
is assumed to be currently viewing sstart	 A path�
planning algorithm returns an ordered list of scenes
constituting a traversable path to the goal	 This list
is input to a greedy scheduling algorithm that selects
which set of markers can be servoed on for the most
consecutive scenes before the robot must switch to a
new target set	 This approach is based on a desire to
minimize the number of hando
s	

Implementation
We have implemented most of the architecture de�
scribed above on a tethered Nomad ��� robot �lack of
an onboard digitizer has limited movement to one lab
and an adjoining hallway�	 In this section� we describe
the implementation of various system modules	

��D Rectangles

One type of marker we have tested is image rectangles�
de�ned by two approximately horizontal image edges
and two approximately vertical image edges at least ��
pixels in length meeting at four distinct corners	 We
are using the XVision system �Hager ����� for real�
time visual tracking as the basis for our marker identi��
cation and tracking algorithms� which are described in
detail in �Rasmussen � Hager �����	 Rectangles were
chosen primarily because they are simple to detect and
track� and in an indoor environment they are relatively
common	 The default marker��nding method is ran�
dom search over the entire image	 When traversing
a previously known area� the same search procedure
is used� but the markers found are matched to those
previously located in the scene	 For our limited exper�
iments� we have found matching rectangles by aspect
ratio alone satisfactory� although we have also exper�
imented with using statistics on the gray value distri�
bution of the interior of the rectangle as well	 Based
on the techniques described in �Chaumette� Rives� �
Espian ������ the four corners of one rectangle are suf�
�cient to servo on	 Thus� the scene evaluation function
C�s� is simply that s �� �	 To maintain this condition�
the robot must block movementwhenever it loses track



a b

Figure �� Rectangle��nding� Corners are marked with
circles of radius inversely proportional to the con�dence of
correctness� The door window was the only rectangle found
here�

of the only marker it has until it �nds another one	

Experimental Results
We have tested the above modules on a variety of in�
door scenes	 This section brie�y describes our experi�
mental results	

Marker Finding When not using prediction� the
performance of our rectangle��nding algorithm varied	
In particular� it performed poorly on cluttered scenes�
due to the combinatorics of testing many pairs of edges
as possible corners and many groups of corners as pos�
sibly belonging to rectangles	 It performed roughly as
well at locating lines when moving slowly as when im�
mobile	 A sample image and the rectangle found in it
is shown in Figure �	
One central issue is the ability of the algorithm to

�nd markers quickly� and to consistently �nd roughly
the same set of markers in an image	 On a SPARC
������ over twenty runs of the algorithm on the door
view in Figure �� it found the window rectangle ��
times within �� seconds �for those times� in an aver�
age of �� seconds�	 Four other times it found another
rectangle in the tile pattern on the wall above the coat
rack	 In the other �ve trials it did not �nd any rectan�
gle in less than �� seconds	 Slight variations in robot
position and viewing angle did not a
ect performance	
As described above� our goal is to use prediction to

improve performance when attempting to re�nd mark�
ers	 Searching the entire ��� x ��� image is cumber�
some and slow	 Our view is that prediction provides a
seed about which a local search can be centered	 If we
are looking speci�cally for the door window rectangle
of Figure �	a and assume that prediction has yielded
a seed approximately in its center� we can constrain
search to a smaller window tailored to the remembered
area of the rectangle	 Accordingly� another �� runs
were done with random search limited to a ��� x ���
square uniform distribution about the door window	
The door window rectangle and only the window rect�

a b

c d
Figure �� Prediction� �a� and �b� are calibration views
taken at the start and �nish of a three�foot leftward trans�
lation of the robot� with four tracked SSD features marked�
�c� and �d� are the �rst and last images in a sequence of six
taken at equal intervals along a ten�foot forward translation
from �b�� In them� only the image location of the feature
marked with a square in �a� is unknown to the robot� The
crosses indicate the predicted locations of this feature�

angle was found for all �� trials	 Furthermore� the
average time to �nd it was reduced to only �� seconds	
In this manner distracting lines elsewhere in the image
were e
ectively ignored	

Prediction In Figure � the performance of our pre�
diction scheme is illustrated	 We must imagine that
the �rst two images were taken during learning� and
the other two �along with the four not pictured� were
taken later as the robot consulted its map	 The pre�
dicted feature is one that it wants to pick up while
moving in order to e
ect a smooth hando
	The mean
error magnitude over the six images of the sequence
between the predicted and actual x coordinate of the
feature was ��	� pixels� and for the y coordinate it was
�	� pixels� yielding a mean distance error of about ��	�
pixels	 This is close enough that the robot could �nd
it very quickly with a local search	

Servoing Traversal�type servoing has been success�
fully done in a number of situations �such as approach�
ing the door in Figure ��	 We are working to improve
the reliability of hando
s by addressing the angular
error problem described above	

Discussion
One vulnerability of the scene�based framework is its
assumption that an acceptable group of markers will
always be in view	 For any kind of markers chosen� in



a real�world environment there will be gaps	 In the in�
door environment expected by our implementation� for
instance� there are not enough closely�spaced rectan�
gles for the robot to hando
 its way around a ninety�
degree corner	 Even straight corridors may be rela�
tively featureless for long stretches� rendering them im�
passable	 Clearly� we can use odometry locally as a sec�
ond source of predictive information	 Open�loop move�
ments based on saved odometric information could be
useful on a limited basis�say� to negotiate corners	
The system we have presented is fairly robust with re�
spect to slight angular and positional errors� and errors
would not be cumulative	

Another possible solution is to consider a di
erent
kind of servoing	 The servoing we have focused on
so far is transformational� insofar as the robot tries�
by moving� to make a tracked object change appear�
ance to look like a target object	 A di
erent� home�

ostatic paradigm is suggested by road�following and
wall�following systems �Turk et al	 �����	 In them� the
goal is not to change one sensory entity into another
through movement� but rather to move while main�
taining a certain constancy of sensory input	 Road�
followers seek to move forward while keeping the sides
of the road centered	 Something like this could be used
to guide movement while no target is visible	 If the
robot can discern situations in which the maintenance
of a visual constraint�e	g	� staying centered in a hall�
way� keeping a building in front of it� etc	�can provide
appropriate cues for movement� then it can bridge gaps
between homing�type targets	 The di�culty of this ap�
proach is that the robot does not know accurately� as
with our framework� when something should be visi�
ble	 Rather� it must be vigilant for the appearance of
a marker signalling that it has arrived	 Some odom�
etry� either in distance traveled or time spent� would
help limit the time it spends looking for such a signal	

With multiple markers in one scene� joining these in�
dividual discrimination criteria to constraints imposed
by spatial relationships �above� next�to� etc	� as well
as the invariant relationship used for prediction would
lead to still greater con�dence in matching	 Finally�
an important area of additional research is dynami�
cally updating the map during motion	 In particular�
it is likely that certain markers are stable and easy to
�nd� while others occasionally appear and disappear	
Ideally� as the robot moves around it should modify its
internal representation to more heavily weight more
reliable markers� and possibly add new markers	

In conclusion� we have presented a vision�based nav�
igation framework for mobile robots that requires no a

priori environmental model and very little odometry�
and implementedmost of its fundamental components	

The notion of the environment that it builds remains
on the image level� both as stored and when gener�
ating movement	 It is also modular� permitting easy
modi�cation� especially to its recognition and match�
ing capabilities and its task description	
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